Abstract-Robust measurement of the specular weld pool surface can help better understand the complex welding processes and provide feedback for robotic welding. The strong arc light and the specular surface of the weld pool make it difficult for the direct sensing measurement. In this paper, a novel imaging and measurement system is proposed, and it makes use of the strong penetrability of the laser to avoid the interference of arc light and obtain the surface information of the weld pool. By intercepting the reflection of a projected laser pattern twice, the proposed system gives a closed-form solution for each reflected ray and a closed-form solution for the corresponding point on the weld pool surface. The weld pool surface can be thus reconstructed by one-shot structured light projection. To increase the robustness of the measurement system, the least deformation principle is proposed to rectify the coefficient errors of the computed plane equation. Finally, a sequence of 3-D weld pools is reconstructed and compared with state-of-art literature. The comparison verifies that our method is significantly better than all the other methods in measuring the 3-D weld pool shapes.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE arc welding plays an important role in manufacturing industry and has been studied intensively for decades to achieve better quality and high productivity [1] - [3] . Sensory methods [4] , [5] had been adopted for feedback control in 1980s. Seam tracking [6] is the earliest application of visionbased sensory methods in arc welding. Later, researchers [7] - [10] tried to control the welding process with more complex and accurate visual sensory information, i.e., the weld pool geometry.
Due to the importance of the weld pool shape for the penetration of arc welding, a lot of studies have been devoted to measuring the miniature weld pool just as in microfabrication and electronic packaging industry [11] - [13] . We divide the state-of-art literature of weld pool measurement methods into two categories: 1) the one-single-view-based method [14] - [22] ; and 2) the stereo method [25] - [28] . For the one-single-view method, a camera is used to acquire one view, and then the view is combined with other information, e.g., phase/depth from grates in [14] , thermal emissions in [16] , and structured laser pattern and reflection law in [17] and [22] - [24] , to achieve a better result. For the stereo method, two views are acquired by two cameras or one camera with one biprism. Its work principle is approximately the same as the traditional stereo method [29] , [30] .
Since it is already a common sense that the stereo method lacks robustness because of the registration problem of finding correspondences in two images, structured light methods might be a better choice for robust measurement of the 3-D shape of weld pool. However, the famous phase-measurement methods [31] , [32] need multiple projections to solve the phase ambiguity, whereas the weld pool is dynamic; consequently, it is impossible to capture multiple distorted patterns for the same shape. The shape from the shading method [33] fails in solving the ambiguity between surface normal and depth. The time-offlight methods [34] , [35] are not suitable for this measurement task either. Thus, a more sophisticated method is required for the robust measurement of the weld pool geometry.
Based on the past research [36] , [37] , we developed a novel imaging and measurement system that comprises a laser pattern generator; two diffusive planes coupled with two cameras, respectively; one beam splitter; and a virtual camera [39] , [40] . The equation of the diffusive plane is computed with one real camera and the virtual camera. The 3-D coordinates of the interception points of the laser rays on the diffusive plane are thus computed with the 2-D coordinates from the real camera and the known equation. Two points are obtained from two diffusive planes for each reflected ray; thus, the ray is determined in the world coordinate system. With known incident (projected by the laser generator) laser rays, the intersection points on the specular weld pool can be computed with a closedform solution. The shape of the weld pool can be calculated by polynomial interpolation due to its smoothness.
The developed system is deliberately designed to overcome four challenges inherent in weld pool measurement. First, the ambient strong arc light makes the direct sensing of the weld pool difficult, and it also fails the pico laser projector used in [36] , [37] . To avoid direct sensing, we project a pattern of laser rays onto the weld pool and then obtain the surface information from the reflected patterns imaged on the two diffusive planes. However, the use of the SNF laser [38] brought the imperfect central projection of laser rays that in turn caused great distortion and coefficient errors, which is analyzed in this paper to fill in the gap of [38] . The least deformation principle is then proposed to rectify the coefficient errors. Second, the weld pool is miniature (typically 3 × 3 × 0.5 mm 3 ), which requires powerful camera lens and a sophisticated imaging and measurement system with excellent noise resistance performance to be installed on the enormous welding system. Third, the laser has the out-of-focus problem. Thus, distances to place the imaging planes need to be selected carefully by considering both the arc light effect and laser focus. Fourth, the weld pool is dynamic, which makes traditional structured light methods using multiple scans of the same static surface fail. To achieve one shot reconstruction, the developed system computes the intersection points of the projected rays and their reflected rays with closed-form solutions. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the working principle of the proposed imaging and measurement system. Analysis of the system error is given, and the least deformation principle is proposed in Section III. The experimental system is described in Section IV, and experimental results are shown and discussed in Section V. In Section VI, conclusion is drawn, and the future work is discussed.
II. WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The working principle of the proposed imaging and measurement system [36] is shown in Fig. 1 . There are three planes, i.e., p1, p2, and p3, with three cameras, i.e., c1, c2, and c3, aimed at them, respectively. The projection center of the projector is denoted C, and the projection center of the virtual camera is denoted C . Plane p1 is defined as the reference plane z = 0, and it originates at O. During calibration, the equations of the two diffusive planes p2 and p4 are computed. During reconstruction, laser rays projected onto and reflected by plane p1 are traced by cameras c2 and c3 with a beam splitter to intercept one ray by two points on planes p2 and p4, respectively. The closed-form solution can be then obtained by calculating the intersections of the incident and the traced rays.
A. Plane Equations
The equation of the reference plane p1 is known as z = 0, which can be written as π 1 = [0, 0, 1, 0]
T . The equation π 2 of p2 is then computed as follows:
where (C x , C y ) and f are the principle points and focal length of the virtual camera, respectively. The mirror plane p1 is treated as the image plane of the virtual camera. The
T defines the affine between p1 and p2, and they need to be computed by the following [41] :
where
is the homography between the plane p2 and the virtual camera image plane p1. K is the intrinsic matrix of the virtual camera and is defined as
To compute H, we need to obtain two sets of coordinates (x i , y i ) and (X i , Y i )i = 1, . . . , N from p1 and p2, respectively, by camera calibration. Then, H can be computed by the following:
where N is the number of the points chosen to compute the homography. Use N points to stack (8) and (9) into one equation, and solve it by singular value decomposition with maximum-likelihood estimation. After H is obtained, all the unknowns in (2) are obtained, and the plane equation of p2 is obtained. In the same way, the equation π 4 of the virtual plane p4 is computed.
B. Equations of Incident Rays
Each incident ray is formulated by the following:
where i denotes the index of the incident ray, and l denotes the index of the interception points on different horizontal planes. t is the continuous-time variable. a, b, and c are the line
To compute the equations of the incident rays, we replace the mirror plane p1 with a diffusive plane, which is also horizontal, and its original equation is also z = 0. By moving it downward 1 mm each time, we obtain more horizontal planes, i.e., z = −1, z = −2, z = −3, z = −4, z = −5. Accordingly, six interception points for each incident ray are obtained. Then, the equation of each incident laser ray (11) is determined using the singular value decomposition algorithm.
If the computed equations of the rays are exactly accurate and the used laser projector is perfectly central projection, there will be only one intersection point for all these laser rays. However, due to noise and imperfect central projection, not all these laser rays would intersect exactly at one point, and some of them may not even intersect at all. To find the projection center, the least squares algorithm is used to find the point that is the nearest to all of these laser rays.
C. Three-Dimensional Mapping
We need the mapping from the 2-D camera coordinates to the 3-D world coordinates in order to trace the rays in real time during the online weld pool measurement process. After the 3-D mapping is known, each emergent ray can be determined by the image coordinates in the two cameras c2 and c3. The world coordinates of the interception points on the diffusive planes are computed from three known elements: 1) the plane equation; 2) the known camera coordinates; and 3) the homography between the diffusive plane and camera image plane.
To determine this homography, we need two sets of points
. . , N, we compute the equations of the reflected laser rays first
Then, the interception point of the reflected laser ray with the
T can be computed as follows:
The homography H between the coordinates X i , Y i , i = 1, . . . , N of the interception points on p2 and their camera coordinates (u i , v i ), i = 1, . . . , N in c2 is computed by singular value decomposition.
With H and (u i , v i ), i = 1, . . . , N, the world coordinates (X i , Y i , Z i ) of the interception points on the diffusive planes are computed as follows:
In the same way, the 3-D coordinates of the interception points on p4 are computed.
D. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction
After the world coordinates of the interception points on p2 and p4 are calculated, we know two points for each reflected laser ray, and the reflected laser ray is determined uniquely. The equation of the each emergent laser ray is formulated as
) are the coordinates of the interception points on p2 and p4, respectively. Equation (16) is reformulated as
i is the continuous-time variable.
Since the incident laser rays have already been calculated by (11) , the intersection point of the incident ray with its reflected ray or the nearest point to the two rays if they do not intersect can be computed. A total number of N 3-D points of the surface can be acquired.
The distance between point (x i , y i , z i ) on the incident ray and the point on the reflected ray
is computed as follows:
Substituting (11) and (17) into (18) , the following equation is acquired:
where only T i and t i are unknown. It is treated as the quadratic equation of T i first. The minimum value of the quadratic equation is computed by finding the point where the derivative of the equation equals zero. Solving the derivative equation, we get
Substituting (20) into (19) and setting the derivative of t i to zero and solving it, the value of t i is obtained:
By substituting the value of t i back into (20) , the value of T i is obtained:
Substitute the value of t i and the value of T i into (11) and (17), respectively. Two nearest points are acquired, i.e., ⎡
When the two points are not equal, the coordinate of the interception point is approximated by the following:
After all the sampled points are calculated, a mirror surface can be reconstructed by the polynomial interpolation, i.e.,
with P r denoting the reconstructed sampled point, and P f denoting the point after interpolation. N t denotes the number of surface points after interpolation, and it is M times of the number of sampled points N . α is a smoothing factor.
III. SYSTEM ERROR ANALYSIS AND LEAST DEFORMATION PRINCIPLE
From (15), it is seen that the z coordinate of the interception point is computed with the plane equations after its x and y coordinates are obtained from (14) . Since H is obtained from a set of points and maximum-likelihood estimation, it is insensitive to noise; thus, the computed x, y coordinates are robust. However, (15) indicates that the z coordinate is very sensitive to the plane coefficient errors.
To analyze how the reconstruction accuracy is affected by the plane coefficient errors, we suppose two parallel incident rays with the following equations are projected on p 1 (z = 0) at (x 0 , y 0 , 0) and (x 0 − 1, y 0 , 0), respectively, i.e.,
x
We define the difference of these two interception points in z direction as depth difference, and it is denoted Z d . Their reflected rays are formulated as follows:
The first reflected ray (34) intercepts the imaging plane p2 at
Equation (38) can be written in the same format as (15), i.e.,
In practical implementation, since X 2 and Y 2 are acquired by (14) , they are less sensitive to noise compared with that acquired by (15) . To facilitate our analysis, we assume X 2 and Y 2 are computed by (14) free of error. Then, they will have the same values as (38) and (39) .
While the corresponding z coordinate is computed by the imperfect plane equation, i.e., 
Similarly, the other three interception points of the two reflected rays with p2 and p4 are obtained. Consequently, the equations of the reflected rays that are used to compute the interception points on the specular surface are changed to
, and (X 4 , Y 4 ) being the x and y coordinates of the four interception points of the two reflected rays with the two planes. From the following: 4 . As a result, the depth difference Z d of the two reconstructed points will be greater than zero with incorrect plane coefficients. Without loss of generality and considering the impact of noise, we conclude that the correct reconstruction result should have the least deformation in the z dimension. Thus, we propose the fundamental least deformation principle to rectify the errors of the plane equations. It contains the following two steps.
Step 1: Reconstruct a flat mirror surface with the proposed system. The flat mirror is placed at z = 1 mm in our experiment.
Step 2: Search and find the most accurate plane parameters
that make the depth difference Z d of the reconstructed mirror surface the least, which is formulated as follows:
where Z r i is the ith z coordinate of the reconstructed surface, i is the index of the interception point, and N is the total number of the interception points. Then, replace the previous plane parameters with the new parameters from Step 2. The comparison of original system parameters and the rectified system parameters after least deformation rectification are shown in and Tables I and II. IV. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM Fig. 2 shows the diagram of the closed-loop welding robot system, and Fig. 3 shows the practically established imaging and measurement system. Plane 2 is attached on the beam splitter to get better imaging quality due to the restriction of laser focus. The front surface of the beam splitter is placed at y = −115 mm, and the thickness of the beam splitter is 3 mm. Imaging plane 3 is placed at y = −30 mm. Two Dragonfly2 cameras synchronically record images on the two diffusive imaging planes at 60 frames/s. During system parameter cal- ibration and computation, the laser rays are projected onto a horizontal screen, which is placed on the top of the Metric Lab Jack. As can be seen, the power of the laser rays is very limited compared with the arc light shown in Fig. 1 . However, the arc light decays much more rapidly with distances than the reflected lasers. Hence, clear images can be acquired on the two diffusive planes with proper bandpass filters.
During the welding process, the horizontal screen and the Metric Lab Jacks are replaced by a pipe, which is shown in Fig. 4(a) . This pipe is a 4 schedule 10 stainless steel pipe, with an outside diameter of 114.3 mm (4.5 in) and a wall thickness of 3.1 mm (0.12 in), and is used as the workpiece for stationary gas tungsten arc welding. The used tungsten, which is fixed on the robotic arm as shown in Fig. 4(b) , is 2% ceriated and its diameter is 3/32 . The tip of the tungsten is shaped into a cone with a cone angle, and its distance to the workpiece is 6 mm. Pure argon is used as the shielding gas, and the flow rate is 8.5 l/min (18ft 3 /h). The welding power supply operates in the constant-current mode, and the current is 70 A. The angle of the center incident ray with the horizontal plane is 44
• . 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental Results
To evaluate the reconstruction accuracy quantitatively, we reconstructed a flat mirror and compare the reconstruction accuracy with that of the previous work [36] . The reconstruction error is computed by the following:
where E x denotes the error in the x-direction, E y denotes the error in the y-direction, and E z denotes the error in the z-direction. The computed reconstruction error in the x-direction (E x ) is 0.30188 μm, the computed reconstruction error in the y-direction (E y ) is 0.59231 μm, and the computed reconstruction error in z-direction (E z ) is 2.3 μm. Compared with 20.7 μm (E x ) in the x-direction, 43.3 μm (E y ) in the y-direction, and 27.9 μm (E z ) in the z-direction in [36] , the accuracy is increased significantly. The errors of the interpolated points are close to the average error of the points used to interpolate them because of the smoothness of the specular mirror.
Two weld pools at different times are reconstructed, and the results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. From these results, the change of the weld pool shape during the welding process is vividly presented. The depth of the weld pool is about 0.4 mm at the starting stage (T 1 = 1 s) and then changes to about 0.8 mm after a while at T 2 = 10 s as shown in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 6 , it is seen that the depth of the weld pool becomes about 1 mm after 20 s, and the change of the shape becomes more rapidly. These measurement results are intended to be used as online feedback for the automated welding robot system to control the welding quality. In addition, they can also be used for the scientific study of the characteristics of weld pool. As can be seen, the depth and shapes of the weld pool change greatly with time, and the overall shape is irregular and convex. 
B. Discussion
To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method, we compared it with all the state-of-art literature that could be found and referenced. In addition to the quantitative results in [36] , in [23] , the average reconstruction error was reported to be 40 μm, which is worse than the results in this paper and those in [36] .
We show the 3-D reconstructed weld pools of state-of-art methods in Figs. 7-13 for visual comparison with the results in this paper. Fig. 7 shows the reconstructed weld pool using the stereo method [28] . As shown, both image pairs are blurry, and it is difficult to find the corresponding matching points. Consequently, the reconstructed weld pool is not accurate with weird appearance. Fig. 8 shows the result from [26] where only the image pairs are shown in their paper. As shown, the image pairs are not better than those shown in Fig. 7(a) . Consequently, their reconstructed weld pool is not accurate either. Fig. 9 shows the results from [22] , which use an iterative computation [26] . Fig. 9 . Reconstructed weld pool from [22] . Fig. 10 . Reconstructed weld pool from [19] . Fig. 11 . Reconstructed weld pool from [27] . method for reconstruction. Fig. 9(a) shows the interpolation result, and Fig. 9(b) shows the extrapolation result, respectively. Both results are in symmetric shape, and extrapolation result is enormously enlarged. Thus, the reconstruction is inaccurate and unrealistic. Fig. 10 shows the reconstructed weld pool from [19] , and it contains some reasonable information (e.g., the depth variation) about the weld pool; however, the result is too noisy and contradictory to the smooth weld pool surface. Thus, it also lacks accuracy. Fig. 11 shows the result from [27] , where only some lines are shown. These lines did not reflect the depth of the weld pool correctly and enlarged it significantly. In addition, its resolution is too low to give a meaningful surface. The reconstructed weld pool from [23] is shown in Fig. 12 , and it appears reasonable with a second-order polynomial assumption. Unfortunately, the assumption is not always true, and the result is estimated instead of being accurately and analytically solved. Fig. 13 shows the reconstructed results from [38] , and only some points are reconstructed. Its resolution is also too low to give a meaningful weld pool surface as [27] , although its solution is analytical and accurate.
In [3] , a mathematic model is developed to account for the convection and temperature distribution of a moving (dynamic) weld pool, and its validity can only be computed by the agreement of the observed fusion boundaries because of the lack of accurate 3-D shape information at that time. With accurately reconstructed 3-D weld pool sequences, it is more reliable for model validation as in [3] ; thus, it becomes much easier for the scientific study of the physical characteristics of the weld pool and welding process.
Another major goal of this research is to use the measured weld pool as the feedback for the online control of the welding process. Hence, unsupervised image processing algorithms [42] - [62] to segment the laser points and register the two pairs of points robustly and efficiently become critical for this application, which will be addressed in our future research.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
It is significant to measure the weld pool shape to provide feedback information for the automated welding robot system to control the welding quality. Through intercepting the reflection of a projected laser pattern twice, the proposed system gives a closed-form solution for each reflected ray and a closed-form solution for the corresponding intersection point on the weld pool surface. The weld pool shape can thus be reconstructed by one-shot structured light projection, which is capable of measuring dynamic specular surfaces in real time. The proposed least deformation principle rectifies the plane coefficient errors effectively and is fundamental for the practical implementation of the proposed system. Experimental results show that the proposed system is effective and robust in measuring the weld pool shapes. It is significantly better than other state-of-the-art methods both in robustness and efficiency.
The future work includes but not limited to the following: 1) establishing the quantitative relationship among weld pool shape and welding penetration; 2) measuring the weld pool shape for other welding process, e.g., gas metal arc welding.
